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We Won Our Dream Wedding!
A-list I do’s!
One lucky
Boston couple
beat out thousands to
win a celeb-inspired
$100,000 wedding
compliments of Us and
WeddingChannel.com
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I do’s were everything Josh McKenna
and Pamela Lucier
had envisioned: elegant —
and efficient! “We wanted
quick vows so we could
get on to the party!” the
groom, an Army vet, says
of the 30-minute ceremony
performed by a justice of
the peace at the historic
Boston Public Library. And
party they did — thanks to
Us and WeddingChannel
.com’s $100,000 wedding
giveaway. The pair were set
up at a 2007 Jimmy Buffett
concert while McKenna, 31,
now a TSA officer at Boston’s
Logan Airport, was on a twoweek leave from Iraq. They

worked for just two months
with planner Michael Russo,
who also designed weddings
for Kevin Jonas and Joey
Fatone. Says Lucier, 25, a
Lunnenberg, Massachusetts,
office manager, “It’s been a
whirlwind!”
After the vows, 150 guests
sipped cocktails and local
Narragansett beer before
dining at flower-filled tables
labeled with romantic film
titles such as Doctor Zhivago.
The couple led the bridal
party into the reception to
the tune of “Thriller,” then
danced solo to Etta James’
“At Last.” “It was beautiful,”
says WeddingChannel.com’s
Amy Eisinger. “An incredible
celebration.”


The color
scheme was
pink and
cream.

Their ‘I Do’ Details
CHIC VENUE

The Boston Public Library,
with elegant mahoganypaneled rooms, provided
the setting. “It was classic,” says wedding planner
Russo, owner of Rosesn-Lollipops.

First up, the
perfect coif.

TASTY DELIGHTS

MOOD MUSIC

DJ Mike Amado from
Entertainment Specialists played tunes
such as Lynyrd
Skynyrd’s “Sweet
Home Alabama”
and Flo Rida’s “Club
Can’t Handle Me.”

For video
of the luxe
wedding day
go to
Usmagazine
.com

Anthony Vazquez Photography
and Joseph Edwards Wedding
Filmmakers, who shot Kevin Jonas’
wedding, captured the day.
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“She is my best
friend,” says
McKenna.

Cupcakes Couture of Manhattan Beach, CA, which
has
provided confections for Courteney Cox, created
the cake.

AISLE STYLE

Lucier donned a
Lela Rose gown
($4,295), bridesmaids rocked Alvina Valenta dresses
and groomsmen
wore Calvin Klein tuxes
from Men’s Wearhouse.
FLOWERS & INVITES

Stem Design filled the
space with roses
and hydrangeas; Wiley
Valentine did
the invites
and menus.

With reporting by Rebecca Bienstock,
Ali Puliti & Natalie Thomas
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THE BLING

The bride dazzled in baubles on loan from Jacob
the Jeweler, including a
9.12-carat diamond bracelet. She gifted her five
bridesmaids with initial
necklaces from Gemvara,
a fave of Khloé Kardashian.

GLAM SQUAD

A SalonCapri pro accented
her ’do with an Untamed
Petals clip.
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Guests noshed on fare
such as codfish cakes
and herb-crusted sirloin
from the Catered Affair.
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